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Celebrating 16 Years Adelaide Institute

Celebrating 14 Years Adelaide Institute ONLINE

Peter Hartung –

Fredrick Töben, Director of Adelaide

1 May 2010
Celebrating 16 Years Adelaide Institute – Newsletter No 500

Celebrating 14 Years Adelaide Institute ONLINE

Director of Adelaide Institute, 15 May 2009

Fredrick Töben, Director of Adelaide Institute, 1994-15 May 2009
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Newsletter No 500

Celebrating 14 Years Adelaide Institute ONLINE

Director of Adelaide Institute, 15 May 2009 -

15 May 2009.



Dinner celebrating 16 Years of Adelaide Institute and Newsletter No 500

and 14 years of

L to R: David Brockschmidt, Amelia Aremia, Christopher Steele, Peter Hartung.

Celebrating the 500

L to R: Christopher Steele, Peter Hartung, Fredrick Töben, David Brockschmidt.

16 Years of Adelaide Institute and Newsletter No 500

and 14 years of Adelaide Institute ONLINE.

L to R: David Brockschmidt, Amelia Aremia, Christopher Steele, Peter Hartung.

Celebrating the 500th edition of Adelaide Institute’s Newsletter

L to R: Christopher Steele, Peter Hartung, Fredrick Töben, David Brockschmidt.
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16 Years of Adelaide Institute and Newsletter No 500

L to R: David Brockschmidt, Amelia Aremia, Christopher Steele, Peter Hartung.

nstitute’s Newsletter.

L to R: Christopher Steele, Peter Hartung, Fredrick Töben, David Brockschmidt.



Two American authors, Mrs Amelia Aremia &

Amelia holds Mary’s Nation America And The Law

Mary holds Amelia’s The Growing Threats To Freedom In The United States

___________________________________
Idris Elba defends Thor film role

Race debate stirs after London

as Norse deity Heimdall in Kenneth Branagh's new film

Sam Jones

Even for an actor who has played a vampire
with a guilty conscience, a Baltimore crime lord with
a taste for Adam Smith, and an asset manager with a
stalker, the role of the Norse deity Heimdall
guardian of the burning rainbow bridge between the
world of men and the world of gods
going to be a bit of a challenge.

Idris Elba
But playing a god in Kenneth Branagh's forthcoming
film Thor has turned out to be the least of
worries, after fans of the comic books turned on the

Amelia Aremia & Dr Mary Maxwell, and their books on the US Constitution.

Nation America And The Law, ISBN: 978-0-9807627

The Growing Threats To Freedom In The United States

ISBN: 13:979-0-615-21781-9.

___________________________________
Idris Elba defends Thor film role

Race debate stirs after London-born star of The Wire

as Norse deity Heimdall in Kenneth Branagh's new film

Sam Jones, guardian.co.uk, Tuesday 27 April 2010

Even for an actor who has played a vampire-hunter
Baltimore crime lord with

, and an asset manager with a
stalker, the role of the Norse deity Heimdall –
guardian of the burning rainbow bridge between the
world of men and the world of gods – was always

Kenneth Branagh's forthcoming
film Thor has turned out to be the least of Idris Elba's

after fans of the comic books turned on the

star of The Wire for reasons that have nothing to do
with his acting ability and everything to do with the
colour of his skin.
When news emerged late last year that the 37
old black Londoner had been chos
Heimdall, "the whitest of the gods", a being who can
hear the sap flowing in trees and look across time
and space, many devotees of the Marvel comics on
which the film is based flocked to online forums to
weep, gnash their teeth and unleash a ti
indignation.
A fortnight ago, the actor told Jonathan Ross that his
take on Heimdall was "Norse by way of Hackney,
Canning Town". And at the beginning of the month,
he told a press conference that he saw his casting as
an encouraging step.
His view was not shared among the more vehement
of the comic books' fans. "This PC crap has gone too
far!" wailed one. "Norse deities are not of an African
ethnicity! … It's the principle of the matter. It's about
respecting the integrity of the source material, bot
comics and Norse mythologies."
Fellow fans were quick to nod their horn
heads. "At the risk of sounding like a bigot, I think
this is nuts!" said another. "Asgard is home to the
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The Growing Threats To Freedom In The United States,
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The Wire wins role

as Norse deity Heimdall in Kenneth Branagh's new film Thor

for reasons that have nothing to do
with his acting ability and everything to do with the

When news emerged late last year that the 37-year-
old black Londoner had been chosen to play
Heimdall, "the whitest of the gods", a being who can
hear the sap flowing in trees and look across time
and space, many devotees of the Marvel comics on
which the film is based flocked to online forums to
weep, gnash their teeth and unleash a tide of

A fortnight ago, the actor told Jonathan Ross that his
take on Heimdall was "Norse by way of Hackney,
Canning Town". And at the beginning of the month,
he told a press conference that he saw his casting as

as not shared among the more vehement
of the comic books' fans. "This PC crap has gone too
far!" wailed one. "Norse deities are not of an African
ethnicity! … It's the principle of the matter. It's about
respecting the integrity of the source material, both
comics and Norse mythologies."
Fellow fans were quick to nod their horn-helmeted

"At the risk of sounding like a bigot, I think
this is nuts!" said another. "Asgard is home to the
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Norse Gods!!! Not too many un-fair complexion types
roaming the frigid waste lands up there. I wouldn't
expect to see many Brad Pitt types walking around in
the [first mainstream black superhero] Black
Panther's Wakanda Palace!"
Elba, who was born in Hackney, north-east London,
to a Ghanaian mother and Sierra Leonean father, has
addressed such concerns in a string of recent
interviews.
"There has been a big debate about it: can a black
man play a Nordic character?" he told TV Times.
"Hang about, Thor's mythical, right? Thor has a
hammer that flies to him when he clicks his fingers.
That's OK, but the colour of my skin is wrong?
"I was cast in Thor and I'm cast as a Nordic god," he
said. "If you know anything about the Nords, they
don't look like me but there you go. I think that's a
sign of the times for the future. I think we will see
multi-level casting. I think we will see that, and I
think that's good."
Elba, who shot to fame as the erudite and thoughtful
gangster Stringer Bell in critically acclaimed US
television serial The Wire, also used his interview
with TV Times to warn viewers against
pigeonholing his new BBC crime drama, Luther, just
because it was about a black policeman.
"I think we'll put ourselves in a corner if we just
describe Luther as a black detective," he said. "There
haven't been many in the past, but the fact that he's
black is neither here nor there."
The actor added that while it was "great to have a
character who happens to be black in the central
position … he still bleeds, just like anyone else".
Elba is working in the US and was unavailable for
comment yesterday.
However, his publicist flatly dismissed any suggestion
of a row between fans and film-makers, telling the
Guardian that the actor was merely being
mischievous. "There's no controversy," said Rupert
Fowler. "Idris was being flippant in the [TV Times]
interview."
His UK agent, Roger Charteris, said Elba had chosen
the role of Heimdall on artistic rather than political
grounds. "He just wanted to do the movie and work
with Kenneth Branagh.
"He liked the script and he liked the movie and he
had always wanted to work with Kenneth Branagh. It
wasn't like a statement: 'Oh, I'm going to do this.'
It's always a purely creative decision."
Or perhaps Elba was seeking to emulate his fellow
British actor and Wire costar Dominic West. Last
year, West – who has played the Ukrainian-Russian
son of Pablo Picasso, a Spartan statesman and a
French detective – revealed he had decided to accept
the part of the Australian scientist Professor Howard
Florey in a BBC TV drama about the discovery of
penicillin, in protest against non-English actors
playing famous English roles. "I was sort of smarting
from Russell Crowe coming over here and playing
Robin Hood and all these foreigners coming over here
and stealing our great heroes," he said, his tongue
lodged firmly in his cheek. "I felt I was striking a
blow back by being a Brit playing a foreigner."
The Equality and Human Rights Commission said:
"It's up to the casting director and producers to
decide who is suitable for a role. It is not actually
illegal to discriminate for authenticity purposes in the

theatre. There is an exception under the Race
Relations Act which says if it is required for the role,
you can ask for someone of a certain colour."

Colour-blind casting:
how cinema has lagged behind the stage

Idris Elba is not the first black British actor to play a
Scandinavian icon. In 2001, Adrian Lester played
Hamlet in Paris, receiving rave reviews for his
portrayal of the melancholy Dane in Peter Brook's
stripped-down production.
In the same year, David Oyelowo became the first
black actor in the Royal Shakespeare Company's
history to be cast in the role of an English monarch
when he played Henry VI in Histories.
In 2002, colour-blind casting came to Noël Coward
when Chiwetel Ejiofor played Nicky Lancaster in The
Vortex at the Donmar Warehouse.
Lester, who played the lead role in Nicholas Hytner's
satirical updating of Henry V in 2003, also joined the
cast of the first all-black Broadway production of Cat
On a Hot Tin Roof. Debbie Allen's take on Tennessee
Williams's play, which opened in New York in 2008,
starred James Earl Jones as Big Daddy and Phylicia
Rashād as Big Mama. It transferred to the West End
last November, with Lester as Brick, who was played
in the 1958 film by Paul Newman.
Although the tradition of white actors such as
Laurence Olivier and Orson Welles "blacking up" to
play Othello has all but disappeared, gentile actors –
such as Al Pacino – still routinely play Shylock in
Shakespeare's The Merchant of Venice.
Cinema, which is far less reliant on existing, classic
material, has lagged behind theatre when it comes to
colour-blind casting.

Idris Elba plays the Norse deity Heimdall

Rumours of a black James Bond remain just that,
although his CIA friend Felix Leiter has been played
by two African-American actors, Bernie Casey in
1983's Never Say Never Again, and Jeffrey Wright in
the Daniel Craig films Casino Royale (2006) and
Quantum of Solace (2008).
In 1999, another originally white US lawman, Captain
James West, was played by Will Smith in Wild Wild
West, which also starred Kenneth Branagh.
http://www.guardian.co.uk/culture/2010/apr/27/idris

-elba-thor-race-debate
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‘The race row that just won't leave the

Nordic gods in peace’ = article headline Sydney

Morning Herald: 30/04/ 2010 -

http://www.smh.com.au/entertainment/movies/the

-race-row-that-just-wont-leave-the-nordic-gods-in-

peace-20100429-twn7.html

____________________________________
AFRICA ADIO?

Matiba* Mandela: His miraculous transformation from Saul into Paul

By David Brockschmidt

They say: ‘One man’s freedom fighter is the other

man’s terrorist’!

So is Nelson Mandela the Saviour of South Africa?

The shining light in the dark continent? The moral

compass of humanity, only to be compared and on

par with the Dalai-Lama?

Nelson Mandela is an African tribal leader of royal

tribal descent. He was educated within South Africa’s

Westminster’s legal and political system before the

introduction of Apartheid laws. Mandela studied law,

defended his clients in courts of law, and was the

owner of a successful lawfirm in South Africa.

His long imprisonment for endangering state security

and his direct and indirect involvement in acts of

terrorism as a member of SWAPO cost the lives of

thousands of black, coloured and white citizens of

South Africa. The destruction of infrastructure caused

by SWAPO cost the South African tax payer millions

of Rand.

The release of Nelson Mandela from jail, ordered by

South Africa’s Gorbachev, Willem De Klerk, who

shared the Nobel Peace Prize with Nelson Mandela,

was the beginning of the end of South Africa’s

Apartheid Laws. ‘Apartheid’ is a Dutch word meaning

separate development. Unfortunately the so-called

separate development was not on equal terms for all

citizens in South Africa. The black majority was the

main victim of these Apartheid laws. The Coloured

and Asian minorities were better off in financial,

economic and social terms. The white business class,

white intellectuals and white farmers were the ruling

class and the backbone of South Africa.

South Africa’s wealth was mainly created by white,

Asian and Coloured brains. However, all that wealth

in South Africa could not have been created without

the great mass of black labour they were kept

purposely at a low level of education. The

suppression of the Black majority in order to secure

the political and economic power base of the white

minority was not sustainable. Willem De Klerk and

his government saw that clearly and made the right

decision. He abolished Apartheid laws, released

Mandela from jail and established majority rule based

on the Westminster system.

Unfortunately South Africa has not turned out the

way most South Africans wanted their country to be.

A country of equal opportunity for all its citizens,

regardless of their cultural or racial backgrounds.

South Africa today is more or less a one-party state

run by the corrupt and incompetent African National

Congress – ANC. The old African tribalism has gained

the upper hand again and rules supreme.

The nightmare of Zimbabwe and other failed African

states is on everybody’s mind. Is this the pain of

nation-building the African way? Let’s hope not.

APPEAL TO MATIBA MANDELA

Matiba, your mission for South Africa is not yet

complete. As ‘the father of your nation’, which should

include all South African, you still have a lot of work

to do. The survival of your country is at stake here.

The skill and wisdom of a great leader must be used

to unify all tribes, cultures and races. The common

good must have priority over the individual want.

Common Law must be established and most

importantly enforced. This is not mission impossible,

Matiba, and if anybody can make it work, it’s you. If

you cannot achieve unity, then your suffering in jail

was all in vain and your country will fall into the

abyss like Zimbabwe, under this western-educated

Marxist lunatic Robert Mugabe and his ilk.

Everyone in your country will be the loser except the

now ruling criminal corrupt incompetent

Nomenklatura. They only line their own pockets and

the black African majority will be the victims and

losers again.

The Truth and Reconciliation Commission was a good

start after the fall of Apartheid. The alternative would

have been civil war. But this Commission has avoided

to deal with the problem of destructive tribalism and

many other major problems.

I’m horrified Matiba, to see you on stage celebrating

the victory of the ANC with a bunch of criminals,

rapists and murderers, including your corrupt ex-wife

Winnie and members of her infamous football club.
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They all have the blood of innocent people on their

hands.

WORNG WAY MATIBA – GO BACK

This is not the road to reconciliation but the road to

disintegration and destruction of your nation. Take

the machinegun from Zuma, fire a few warning shots

in the air in order to make them all listen to you.

Send the young firebrands like Julius Malema** to

music lessons in order to learn some of your

beautiful and peaceful African traditional songs. Make

it clear to them, if they incite racial hatred by

singing, ‘Kill the Boor’, then the Boor will kill

them.

Don’t look at other so-called great powers for help to

solve your coutnry’s problems. They all have their

own agenda and self-interest at heart. Don’t fall into

the debt-trap of the Wall Street Mafia and that of

your ex-colonial masters. They have already

betrayed the people of Zimbabwe by installing and

keeping the mass murderer Mugabe in power. Their

matra is and always was divide and rule.

Don’t look at Communist Chinese or Russia, Matiba.

They are just like the western usurers and

speculators. All of them are trying to exploit your

country’s resources and manpower for the lowest

possible price. South Africa has well-established

industrial infrastructure and is also a resource-rich

nation. Maintain and expand this infrastructure for

the benefit of your people. Stop the brain drain of

your country, Matiba. Too many people in South

Africa have given up hope and are again on the

‘chicken run’. Too many people feel like temporary

residents, sitting on their packed suitcases and

transferring their wealth overseas.

The world celebrates you as an African Messiah and

liberator. Be careful Matiba. Have a good look at the

people who suck up to you. There is no unconditional

love for you and your nation but plain self interests

wrapped up in a friendly smile.

This, of course, does not only include governments

and multinational corporations but also the so-called

/pop-icons’ of the west, like Bono and “Sir” Bob

Geldof. They have done more harm than good to the

whole of the African continent in their orgies of self-

promotions. Read the book, Dead Aid, by the African

economist Dambisa Moyo, then you will know what I

am talking about.

So what are the solutions for your nation’s

survival?

1. You have to clean your own house, which

means your criminal corrupt and

incompetent power elite must be removed

from all positions of power, not only in

politics and in the economy but from

everywhere, regardless of tribe, race or

religion.

2. They have to be replaced with the best brains

of your nation ,also regardless of tribe, race

and religion.

3. The message here is crystal-clear, Matiba.

Your country, indeed the world, needs more

knowledge, knowhow, skill, compassion and

wisdom, and less ideology, greed and

corruption.

4. Free trade is a con and the road to slavery. It

must be replaced with fair trade, which then

will create win-win solutions for all

humankind worldwide.

5. The western financial system is bankrupt and

must be replaced with a fair monetary

system. Islamic banking, not Sharia Law

and/or social credit could have some answers

here. The Wall Street Money Cabal has to be

dismantled before they drag the world into

another global war.

The British Prime Minister, Gordon Brown, in co-

operation with the madman Antony Blair, has

bankrupted Great Britain. Brown called a traditional

Labour-voting working class mum a bigot because

she addressed the problem of immigration. When he

was caught out he rang the woman and apologized

by saying that his insult to one of his supporters was

a mistake. That was the first lie he told her. Then he

personally went to her house, apologized again to her

and said, “This was all a misunderstanding”. Thatw

as the second lie. Afterwards he was on-air on radio

and TV stations and gave dozens of live apologies,

lying over and over again. Truth is a word that does

not exist in his political dictionary.

You see, Matiba, it is just like in your government in

Pretoria. Low life comes in all colours, black, white,

coloured and yellow.

In regard to the Wall Street Mafia, Brown called the

financial terrorist at Goldman Sachs, “morally

bankrupt”. That’s correct, but so too is Brown and

most of his cabinet.

I have a great idea Matiba. Great Britain needs a

modern Oliver Cromwell. Could you ask your young

firebrand Julius Malema and his supporters, if he

would like to be a modern Oliver Cromwell, by taking

his fire brigade to London and burn down

Westminster Parliament when it is in full session?
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This would be much more productive than killing the

Boor, who were and still are one of the major wealth

creators in South Africa. The other option could be

that the people of Great Britain, who have been

betrayed and sold out by corrupt and incompetent

politicians, and throw the whole lot into the Tower of

London, there to rot till eternity. The Beefeaters must

be ordered to let nobody in or out. There is a

desperate need of world-wide ethnic cleansing of

corrupt politicians and bankers, otherwise our planet

and our children will have no future.

So much work to do Matiba, so little time left

If you want to be remembered as a true liberator of

your nation, the great unifying wise leader of South

Africa, you have to do everything in your power to

show your nation the way before you ride off into the

sunset, floating down the river of no-return into

Never-Never-Land.

Say, ‘Yes, we can’, Matiba and prove your critics

wrong who say: South Africa is a beautiful country.

There is only one big problem. It’s in Africa.

______________

* Matiba is a title of a tribal chief in South Africa. In

Nelson Mandela’s case he is also seen as the father

of many tribes and races who have accepted him as

their leader, which not all of them do.

** Julius Malema is the youth leader of the ANC.

Malema and the late Terre Blanche are the flip-sides

of the same coin. Sometimes the facts are simply

black and white.

___________________________________
From: A.Hancock printfactory@btconnect.com Sent: Friday, 30 April 2010 4:19 PM

Subject: Fw:Mohamed Atta's father says he's still alive

This material is from 2001-2;

but should be reviewed in the light of the identity theft in the Dubai assassination.

_________________________

1. Mohamed Atta's father says he's still alive, blames

Mossad for 9/11

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mohamed_Atta

Mohamed Atta ...Family reaction Atta's father, Mohamed el-

Amir Awad el-Sayed Atta, a retired lawyer in Egypt rejected

allegations his son was involved in the September 11

attacks and instead accuses Mossad of having a hand in

framing his son.[28] Atta Sr. rejected media reports his son

was drinking wildly, and instead described his son as a quiet

boy uninvolved in politics, shy and devoted to studying

architecture.[89] The elder Mr. Atta also claims to have

spoken with Mohamed by phone two days after the air

crashes of the September 11th. He held interviews with the

German news magazine Bild am Sonntag in late 2002

claiming his son is alive, and in hiding. Critics [which

critics?] have suggested Mr. Atta fabricated his claims of

speaking with his son after September 11, 2001 and saying

his son is alive, in denial of his son's role in the 9/11

attacks.[90][Reference does not support statement]

[edit]Notes28.^ a b Lappin, Elena (2002-08-29). "Portrait:

Atta in Hamburg" . Prospect. Retrieved 2008-09-16.90.^

Connolly, Kate (2002-09-02). "Father insists alleged leader

of attack on WTC is still alive". The Guardian. Retrieved

2008-09-16. ... This page was last modified on 26 March

2010 at 17:16. (2) Mohammed Atta's father: "My son called

me the day after the attacks on September 12" Father

insists alleged leader is still alive Kate Connolly in Berlin The

Guardian, Monday 2 September 2002 01.28 BST

http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2002/sep/02/september1

1.usa

___________________

2. Mohammed Atta's father:

"My son called me the day after the attacks on

September 12"

The father of Mohammed Atta, the alleged ringleader of the

September 11 attacks, said in an interview published

yesterday that his son was still alive. "He is hiding in a

secret place so as not to be murdered by the US secret

services," Mohammed el-Amir Atta, 66, told the German

newspaper Bild am Sonntag. He also vehemently denied

that his son - believed to have flown the first plane into the

World Trade Centre - had taken part in the atrocities,

blaming them instead on "American Christians". The

interview painted a picture of a tortured man who has not

come to terms with his 33-year-old son's death or with the

huge crime laid at his door. He said he feared the US would

try to poison him. Speaking from his Cairo home, Mr Atta

described hearing about the attacks after returning from a

holiday on the Red Sea on the evening of September 12.

"My daughter called and said she was going to drop in. She

stood at the door and said 'turn on the TV'," he said. Amid

images of the jets crashing into the Twin Towers, he saw his

son's passport photograph. "As I saw the picture of my

son," he said, "I knew that he hadn't done it. My son called

me the day after the attacks on September 12 at around

midday. We spoke for two minutes about this and that. "He

didn't tell me where he was calling from. At that time

neither of us knew anything about the attacks." Mr Atta said

he did not condone the attacks, but could understand the

hijackers' motivation. "Every day our Palestinian brothers

are being murdered, their houses destroyed. If their

relatives were to fly a plane into the Empire State Building I

couldn't hold it against them," he added. Mr Atta called his

son a "gentle and tender boy", who enjoyed reading history

and geography books and was nicknamed "Bolbol", or

nightingale, by his parents. (3) Father says son rang him 24

and 48 hours after 9/11; accuses Mossad Atta in Hamburg

ELENA LAPPIN Prospect Magazine, 20th September 2002 —

Issue 78
http://www.prospectmagazine.co.uk/2002/09/attainhamburg/

He is a man with a grudge. In interviews with foreign

journalists - to whom he serves alcohol-free beer - he rants

about America, without answering or listening to questions.

He accuses the Mossad of being responsible for 11th
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September, and of framing his son, from whom he claims to

have received a phone call, "checking in," 24 and 48 hours

after the attacks. == Father's interview with Cairo Times:

"Mossad and Israel are who benefits".

http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/atta.html

________________

3. Muhammad Atta Sr is in the center of the media storm

Ashraf Khalil, www.cairotimes.com, Volume 5, Issue

2927, SEPTEMBER - 3 OCTOBER 2001

The journalistic frenzy touched off by the 11 September

attacks on America has produced no more maudlin a figure

than Muhammad Al Amir Atta. The semi-retired lawyer,

whose son Muhammad Atta is accused by US authorities of

piloting the first hijacked plane into the World Trade Center,

has spent the past 10 days in the center of a media

maelstrom. A seemingly endless stream of foreign

journalists, some of whom flew in just for the interview,

have beat a path to Atta's home just off of Pyramids Road.

What they have found, for the most part, is an angry,

grieving man who defends his son as a gentle soul and

speaks of a set-up by the Israel intelligence services to turn

global public opinion against the Muslim world. "Mossad and

Israel are who benefits the most from this.... They want to

try to hang this on the Arab world," Atta told the Cairo

Times in a 19 September interview. "When America learns

that Mossad did it, they won't be able to say anything."

Interviews with the elder Atta have been chaotic affairs-

spiced with red-faced rants against American foreign policy

and the conspiracy of which he says his son is an innocent

victim. ... A 24 September press conference, organized by

the local Foreign Press Association, was equally raucous-

with so many media representatives crowding into a

Shepherd Hotel ballroom that one cameraman pronounced

the affair "a moulid for journalists." The younger Atta, who

graduated from Cairo University with a degree in

architecture, hasn't lived in Egypt since 1993. He spent

most of the past decade studying urban planning in

Hamburg, Germany, where colleagues described him as

decent, quietly religious and soft-spoken to the point of

shyness. The father said his son was raised to be solidly

apolitical and to focus on "work, home and family." He also

said Muhammad had expressed his distaste for Bin Laden

after the mid-90s bombing of the Egyptian embassy in

Pakistan. "That was the only political opinion he ever

expressed to me in his life." The elder Atta said he had last

seen his son about 18 months ago in Egypt. He had never

been to visit him in Germany, and knew little of his life

there. He also claimed that his son had called him two days

after the attack, and described it as "a normal

conversation." But he snarled when asked to give further

details. Asked what country Muhammad had called from, he

said, "The name of the country isn't written on the phone."

Asked where Muhammad was now, he said, "Ask

Mossad."... Atta maintained that the evidence against the

accused hijackers including an Arabic flight manual in a car

in the Logan airport parking lot and his son's United Arab

Emirates passport, had been faked and planted in order to

create a rush to judgement against the Muslim world. "They

found a flight manual in the car," he said. "Is he going to be

studying on the way?"

______________

4. Atta and two other jihackers reported their

passports stolen in late 1999

http://whatreallyhappened.com/WRHARTICLES/atta

_9-11.html

Mohamed Atta: Terrorist, Patsy, or Scapegoat? [Atta and

Alomari] spent their last night pursuing ordinary activities:

making ATM withdrawals, eating pizza, and shopping at a

convenience store. [9/11 Commission Report] "Most college

kids order pizza all the time," Ponemon said. "But most

people pay cash for pizza. These guys paid with a credit

card. That was an odd thing." [SignOnSanDiego] The above

were not the actions of a terrorist ringleader determined to

achieve a goal which was years in the planning, they were

the actions of someone determined to leave a trail of

evidence. ... (Mohamed) Atta and (Abdulaziz) Alomari

boarded a 6:00 a.m. flight from Portland to Boston's Logan

International Airport. [SFGate] A Mitsubishi sedan [Atta]

rented was found at Boston's Logan Airport. Arabic

language materials were found in the car. [CNN] How did

Atta leave a rental car at Logan Airport in Boston when he

supposedly flew there from Portland, Maine? The official

story: [Atta] rented a car at Logan Airport Alamo and drove

to Maine [on September 10]. Then flew down from Portland,

Maine, early Tuesday before connecting on Flight 11.

[Boston.com] Why would Atta leave a rental car containing

incriminating evidence at Logan Airport, rent another car in

Boston to drive to Maine, then fly back to Boston again?

Even the 9/11 Commission couldn't explain this

conundrum... Atta picked up Omari at another hotel [on

September 10], and the two drove to Portland, Maine, for

reasons that remain unknown. [9/11 Commission Report]

...and they didn't look for answers. The Bukharis provide a

key to the enigma: [Adnan and Ameer Bukhari's] names

had been tied to a car found at an airport in Portland,

Maine. [CNN] The two rented a car, a silver-blue Nissan

Altima, from an Alamo car rental at Boston's Logan Airport

and drove to an airport in Portland, Maine, where they got

on US Airways Flight 5930 at 6 a.m. Tuesday headed back

to Boston, the sources said. Before CNN learned the

identities of the two brothers, Portland Police Chief Mike

Chitwood said, "I can tell you those two individuals did get

on a plane and fly to Boston early yesterday morning ... I

can tell you that they are the focus of a federal

investigation." [People's Daily 9/13/2001] [Adnan

Bukhari's] name reportedly appears on the American

Airlines Flight Eleven manifest. [First Coast News] A trail of

evidence led investigators into Tuesday's terrorist attacks

from one abandoned rental car in Portland, Maine, to two

houses in Vero Beach, Florida. One of the Vero Beach

houses had been rented by two brothers from Saudi Arabia.

Inside it were two pilot's certificates in the names of Adnan

Bukhari and his brother, Ameer Abbas Bukhari. [BBC News]

Early accounts stated it was Adnan and Ameer Bukhari who

rented the car from Logan Airport Alamo and abandoned it

at Portland, not Mohamed Atta. The Bukharis "did get on a

plane and fly to Boston", Adnan Bukhari's name reportedly

appeared on Flight 11's manifest, and a trail of evidence led

investigators to Adnan Bukhari's house. Within hours of the

attacks it was nearly "case closed" that the Bukharis were

hijackers of Flight 11, but a couple of simple facts proved

their innocence - Ameer Bukhari died in a plane crash in

2000 and Adnan Bukhari is alive. 9/13/2001 CNN retraction

concerning the Bukharis - 1MB asf video download How did

so much evidence initially point to the Bukharis, and how

did Adnan Bukhari's name reportedly appear on Flight 11's

manifest? The words "fabricated evidence" spring to mind.

The Bukharis innocence caused a major rethink of Flight

11's hijackers, and this rethink resulted in the implausible

scenario of Atta abandoning two rental cars in two airports.
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[Mohamed Atta] spoke excellent German - good enough to

correct other students' texts - as well as fluent English and

Arabic. [FT.com] Atta and two other suspected hijackers

reported their passports stolen in late 1999. [BBC News]

[Rudi Dekkers, owner of Huffman Aviation] knew that Atta

had lived in Hamburg, Germany and one day [in 2000]

spoke to him in German as a way of friendly

communication. Atta was stunned and quickly walked away.

[house.gov] An imposter could pretend to be Atta, but he

couldn't pretend to speak German. [Atta senior] had no

knowledge his son had ever been in the United States. More

absurd to him was the idea that his son had enrolled in a

Florida flight school. "Did he ever learn to fly? Never. He

never even had a kite." Added Atta senior: "My daughter,

who is a doctor, used to get him medicine before every

journey, to make combat the cramps and the vomiting he

feels every time he gets on the plane." [MSNBC] On the

first day of the 9/11 Commission hearings, commissioner

Richard Ben-Veniste opened his remarks with sharp

criticism of the current White House and the delays in

processing the commissioners' security clearances. Ben-

Veniste, who first came to prominence as a Watergate

special prosecutor from 1973 to 1975, was counsel for the

Democratic minority on the Senate Whitewater committee.

Today he is a major attorney with a top firm in D.C. Al

Qaeda's lead 9/11 hijacker, Mohamed Atta, was allegedly

partying with CIA-connected pilots while he got his flight

training in fall/winter 2000 at Huffman Aviation in Venice,

Fla., where two of the other 9/11 hijacker pilots trained.

Atta wasn't acting much like a holy martyr: He wore jeans

and sneakers, played video games, bought himself a red

Pontiac and was said to be a hedonist. The Press posed the

question to Ben-Veniste: If Atta belonged to the

fundamentalist Muslim group, why was he snorting cocaine

and frequenting strip bars? "You know," said Ben-Veniste,

as he smiled a little. "That's a heck of a question." [9/11

CitizenWatch] Below is supposedly the will of a hedonist

who snorted cocaine and frequented strip bars: Mohamed

Atta's will: Page 1 - Page 2 Atta's original will was written in

Arabic and has not been released by the FBI. This is an

English version translated by the FBI and first reported in

Der Spiegel. Records from ... [Huffman Aviation] were

deemed sensitive enough to have merited being escorted

back to Washington by Florida Governor Jeb Bush aboard a

C-130 cargo plane, which left Sarasota less than 24 hours

after the September 11 attack. [Scoop] How did Jeb Bush

know where to lookhours after the attacks? Mohamed Atta:

terrorist, patsy, or scapegoat? Update: Pentagon officials

said Thursday they have found three more people who

recall an intelligence chart that identified Sept. 11

mastermind Mohamed Atta as a terrorist one year before

the attacks on New York and Washington. But they have

been unable to find the chart or other evidence that it

existed. [Yahoo News 9/2/2005] A Pentagon employee was

ordered to destroy documents that identified Mohamed Atta

as a terrorist two years before the 2001 attacks, a

congressman said Thursday. The employee is prepared to

testify next week before the Senate Judiciary Committee

and was expected to identify the person who ordered him to

destroy the large volume of documents, said Rep. Curt

Weldon, R-Pa. Weldon declined to identify the employee,

citing confidentiality matters. Weldon described the

documents as "2.5 terabytes" as much as one-fourth of all

the printed materials in the Library of Congress, he added.

[ABC News 9/15/2005]

Translation: Atta was a protected asset, not a terrorist.

See also: Mohamed Atta loved pork chops, and 49 other

things you may not know

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.p

hp?az=view_all&address=104x1433886

What Muslim Would Write: 'The Time of Fun and Waste is

Gone'?

http://www.commondreams.org/views01/0929-07.htm

At Least 7 of the 9/11 Hijackers are Still Alive

___________________________

5. Mohammad Atta's girlfriend interviewed –video-

http://vodpod.com/watch/2909718-madcowprod-

com-presents-interview-with-attas-girlfriend

__________________

6. Atta's girlfriend: he loved pork chops, was already

a licensed pilot, could speak Hebrew, had been in

"some kind of militia"

Mohamed Atta loved pork chops, and 49 other things you

may not know.

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.p

hp?az=view_all&address=104x1433886 about the 9/11

Florida connection. I just finished Daniel Hopsicker's

Welcome to Terrorland. He exposes the cover story of

the Florida flight schools, and the ongoing cover-up. The

whole thing stinks of Iran/Contra and CIA drugs. It's the

same, bloody game. Though his style can be annoyingly

breezy, I highly recommend the book. There's original

research you won't find anywhere else but here and on his

website:http://www.madcowprod.com /.

Here are some archived threads that touch on similar

material: "Jeb Bush seized flight school records at 2 AM on

September 12"

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.p

h... "Heroin, Al Qaeda and the Florida Flight School"

http://www.democraticunderground.com/discuss/duboard.p

h... And FYI, here are some notes I kept while reading the

book:

1. In Venice Florida, Mohamed Atta lived for two months

with an American stripper/lingerie model named Amanda

Keller.

2. Atta loved to party. He was out with Keller nearly every

night they were together. He was a heavy drinker, snorted

coke, was a stylish dresser and wore expensive jewelry.

3. According to Keller, Atta loved pork chops.

4. Keller dumped him after he embarrassed her at a night

club by dancing, poorly, atop a speaker ("doing that old

'Roxbury head bob' thing, you know"?)

5. Atta revenged himself later on Keller by returning to the

apartment they'd shared and killing her cat and kittens,

disemboweling and dismembering them in her apartment

for her to find. 6. In Miami, Atta consorted with women

known to be linked to the Mafia.

7. Atta's email list included names of people who worked for

defense contractors. One, for instance, worked for Canadian

firm Virtual Prototypes, which helped develop the avionics

for F-15, F-22 and B-2. 8. Atta was enrolled as a student at

the International Officer's School of Maxwell Airforce Base,

and witnesses recall him having been introduced around at

an officers' club party.

9. Atta was fluent in at least Arabic, English, German,

French and Hebrew.

10. One day when Atta was rummaging through his flight

bag, Keller got a look inside. Her words: "The thing the FBI

was most interested in was his pilot bag. They asked about

it a lot. He kept it locked, and they wanted to know whether
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I had ever seen anything in it. I told them yes. One day he

opened it briefly, and there were a lot of papers in it, and

there was a blue log book in a different language. Mohamed

was fluent in almost any language you can think of. He had

a kind of Daytimer in there, too. And a folder with all these

different ID's in it. And that's when I saw one – because it

fell out – a little blue and white thing the size of a driver's

license. It had his picture on it, and it looked like a mug

shot, or a prison shot. And it didn't look like him, and I

asked him, 'Who is this?' "And he said, 'that's me.' He told

me it had been taken back when he was in some kind of

militia-type deal, like a military-type deal, he said. He

compared it to our military only they teach you different

tactics. He didn't elaborate. "He didn't say where it was

from, either. But the writing looked like a cross between

Hebrew and Arabic, those frilly little lines. He told me he

spoke Hebrew. I said bullshit. So he started speaking it, and

I guess he did. "He told me that he went to different

countries and studied. He had pilot's license from several

different countries. But all the pictures looked different. All

the names were different. He had a license to fly from just

about every country he had been to. He went to pilot's

school in all these countries."

11. Atta, Keller, a stripper named Linda and two Germans,

Peter and Johan, partied for three days in Key West. Atta

paid for everything. Rented three rooms, one just for the

men's luggage, which Keller says contained drugs. The men

had a business meeting the women were not permitted to

attend. Met with people, Keller says, who flew in just to

meet Atta. Somber and quiet after meeting. (Key West

Airport a known drug transit point. The Sheriff used to be

under orders to keep the dope sniffing dogs off airplanes,

and at one time even sent patrol cars to escort the drugs to

Miami.)

12. Atta was already a licensed pilot when he arrived in the

US. Licenses from many different countries. He had the

privileges of an instructor while he was at Huffman Aviation,

and may have helped pilot South American drug runs.

13. The FBI timeline says Atta left Venice Florida in

December 2000 after completing his flight training. But he

didn't. Dozens of locals say different – his landlord,

neighbours, cab drivers, restaurant employees and his

girlfriend, for a few instances – and have been told not to

talk about it by federal authorities. The FBI publicly sought

information regarding Atta's time in various US locations,

but not Venice Florida, where he spent most of his time in

the US. Why the intentional misdirection? What are they

trying to keep hidden?

14. Under pressure from the FBI, and despite numerous

witnesses who had known them together, Keller publicly

retracted her story of having lived with Atta, saying he'd

been another hijacker named Mohammed, no last name,

who seems to have only existed to get Atta out of this story

that didn't fit the official version.

15. Six nights before the attack, at a bar called Shuckums

in Ft Lauderdale, Atta and two companions got drunk. The

FBI showed up at the bar just 12 hours after the attack with

pictures of two of them, one Atta, saying only "they were on

the plane and passed away." Manager Tony Amos and

bartender Patricia Idrissi identified both. Manager Amos said

they'd gotten "wasted," Atta drank Stoli vodka for three

straight hours. Atta blasphemed: "F*ck God!" he's said to

have cursed.

16. The witnesses then retracted the story of Atta being

drunk. They now said he'd only drank cranberry juice the

entire evening. Both Amos and Idrissi have gone, no one

knows where, but the current bartender says she believes

their leaving was somehow 9/11 related.

17. Fourteen of the 9/11 hijackers made Florida their base

of operation, and clustered around two flight schools. What

is it about Florida, and these flight schools, that drew them?

18. Atta and Marwan Al-Shehhi paid $28,000 each to Rudi

Dekkers' Huffman Aviation for flight instruction that, the

chief instructor of a neighbouring school said, was available

at dozens of other nearby locations for a fraction of the

price. Why did they pay an inflated price to Dekkers?

19. Dekkers' and his financier, Wally Hilliard, purchased the

flight school just months before Atta and the other hijackers

began arriving. Before their purchase, the flight school

catered to largely American students. After, student body

became 80% foreign, mostly Middle Eastern. Yeslam bin

Laden, Osama's brother, sent students there for his

business.

20. Atta also "trained" for a time at Arne Kruithof's Florida

Flight Training Center, a block away from Huffman Aviation.

Amanda Keller says it is where he would go to replenish his

cocaine stash.

21. Though Dutchmen Dekkers and Kruithof claimed they

had not known each other before each coincidently

purchased flight training schools in Venice shortly before

terrorists began arriving for training, witnesses claim the

two had known each other well for years before.

22. Wally Hilliard is a supposedly-retired, born again

insurance executive from the Midwest (motto for his

insurance company had been "Hate Sin, Fight Communism,

Back the Pack!"), who upon arriving in Florida entered into

aviation businesses with an assortment of criminal and

covert intelligence elements.

23. Dekkers and Hilliard had not been in the flight school

business before they made the purchase. They paid an

inflated price for the school, and did no due diligence before

the purchase. They lost millions, but this was apparently not

a problem. Charlie Voss, former employee of Dekkers and

an Iran/Contra pilot who'd also flown "Northern Alliance

guys" in Afghanistan in the 1980s, and who had given Atta

and Marwan Al-Shehhi a place to stay for a few weeks when

they first arrived in Venice Florida: "Rudi's greedy, and

when you're greedy you can be used for something.... When

something doesn't make obvious business sense,

sometimes it's because things are being done for another

reason that doesn't have a lot to do with dollars and cents.

His business did not add up."

24. Dekkers went from broke to flush very quickly, without

having business success with the flight school. One observer

said "He didn't even have the money to buy gas for an

airplane… and yet a year later he shows up and plops a

million seven, a million eight or two million dollars on the

table as if it were paper money."

25. The deputy in charge of Venice Fl airport security:

"Wally and Rudi never talk inside a building, they go out to

an airplane and talk inside the plane."

26. Dekkers' claimed he had very little interaction with

Atta, and that he never saw him again after December

2000. But numerous witnesses in Venice claim Dekkers and

Atta were close, and were seen at a restaurant together just

two weeks before the attack.

27. Hilliard denied knowing Atta. Keller recalled, on a visit

to the airport, having Hilliard ask her, "What's a nice girl

like you doing with a guy like Mohamed?"
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28. Before the attack, Dekkers was having trouble paying

rent on flight school. It was so bad, it was a story in the

Venice paper when he paid rent. One month before attack,

he stopped having trouble. Since attack, every aviation

concern at Venice airport has been late at least once with

their monthly rent, except for Dekkers'.

29. Both the DEA and US Customs had been interested in

Dekkers as far back as 1993. He was suspected of

smuggling drugs and computer chips.

30. Less than three weeks after Atta and Marwan Al-Shehi

began flying lessons at Huffman Aviation, a Lear jet owned

by its financier, Wally Hilliard, carrying 43 pounds of heroin

was seized by the DEA. Authorities called it the biggest

seizure of heroin ever in central Florida.

31. The passengers, Venezuelan nationals, were arrested,

but the pilot wasn't charged, said a DEA spokesman,

"because of lack of evidence." ...

38. A former Huffman executive, speaking about the

hijackers: "Early on I gleaned that these guys had

government protection. They were let into this country for a

specific purpose. It was a business deal."

39. The FBI visited the home of this executive just four

hours after the attacks. The purpose has been not to

investigate, but to intimidate him into silence. The man

says his phones were bugged, and thinks pilots were

"double agents." He quit the flight school fearing for his life,

and claims he knows too much about Wally Hillier, saying

he "has a family to think about." ...

______________________

7. Robert Fisk: Hijackers' last letter, found in

baggage, shows ignorance of Islam.

What Muslim Would Write: 'The Time of Fun and

Waste is Gone'?

By Robert Fisk Independent/UK, September 29, 2001,

Fearful, chilling, grotesque– but also very, very odd. If the

handwritten, five-page document which the FBI says it

found in the baggage of Mohamed Atta, the suicide bomber

from Egypt, is genuine, then the men who murdered more

than 7,000 innocent people believed in a very exclusive

version of Islam – or were surprisingly unfamiliar with their

religion. "The time of Fun and waste is gone," Atta, or one

of his associates, is reported to have written in the note.

"Be optimistic ... Check all your items – your bag, your

clothes, your knives, your will, your IDs, your passport ...

In the morning, try to pray the morning prayer with an

open heart." Part theological, part mission statement, the

document – extracts from which were published in The

Washington Post yesterday – raises more questions than it

answers. Under the heading of "Last Night" – presumably

the night of 10 September – the writer tells his fellow

hijackers to "remind yourself that in this night you will face

many challenges. But you have to face them and

understand it 100 per cent ... Obey God, his messenger,

and don't fight among yourself [sic] where [sic] you become

weak ... Everybody hates death, fears death ..." The

document begins with the words: "In the name of God, the

most merciful, the most compassionate ... In the name of

God, of myself, and of my family." The problem is that no

Muslim – however ill-taught – would include his family in

such a prayer. Indeed, he would mention the Prophet

Mohamed immediately after he mentioned God in the first

line. Lebanese and Palestinian suicide bombers have never

been known to refer to "the time of fun and waste" –

because a true Muslim would not have "wasted" his time

and would regard pleasure as a reward of the after-life. And

what Muslim would urge his fellow believers to recite the

morning prayer – and then go on to quote from it? A devout

Muslim would not need to be reminded of his duty to say

the first of the five prayers of the day – and would certainly

not need to be reminded of the text. It is as if a Christian,

urging his followers to recite the Lord's Prayer, felt it

necessary to read the whole prayer in case they didn't

remember it. ...

http://www.commondreams.org/views01/0929-

07.htm

_________________________________________________________________

Fredrick Töben asks: ‘Why is it I can speak freely about Holocaust matters in such company
but not in free and democratic western countries, which criminalize such discussions?’

_____________________________________________


